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WSN-Visual-Based Fire Detection And Improved
Dijkstra Algorithm (Forced-Dijkstra) For Exit Safe
Path
Loay Bushara, Dr. Abuagla babiker, Ashwani Upadhyay
ABSTRACT: This paper is about developing a php algorithm that sense real time data by a distributed WSN from the area under consideration and uses
that information to define the exact location of fire & provides the shortest, safest path for affected people. This algorithm also sends information
immediately to the nearest firefighter center & help them to reach the spot for rescue operation using shortest possible path. The area considered to test
& validate the applicability of algorithm is Elshagra GAS depots in south Khartoum Sudan. This algorithm takes into account all the fired spots & predicts
level of support needed based on intensity of fire. The algorithm is demonstrated on a scattered wireless sensor network test platform and in simulation.
The results of simulations are presented in subsequent sections to demonstrate the applicability of algorithm.
Keywords: WSN, PHP algorithm, shortest path, Dijkstra Algorithm
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1 Introduction
Automatic and intelligent fire detection system is important
for early detection and promptly extinguishing fire. Fire is a
danger leads to quick destruction of assets and human lives
[1]. Moreover, it can propagate in fast manner according to
several factors such as wind direction, fired contents (gas,
fuel), etc. [2]. The fire is giant phenomena which can be
controlled in its early stages but this period does not take
except few seconds, thereafter it turns into a formidable
force which may become difficult to control. With the
technological advancement, the man found himself before
requirements that imposing obligation upon him to consider
the velocity of fire discovery where the scientific
progression has been exploited in the field of
communications and information transfer towards
developing means of fire alarm and linking these means
with Automatic Firefighting System where the time element
is one of the most important factors in the process of
fighting and controlling the fire [3]. The area of this research
is limited to south Khartoum in Elshagra GAS depots and
briefly the problem concentrates in intelligent fire alarm and
monitoring system because they have a problem to know
where the fire location and sometimes the firefighting unit
misses the location of fire, also they do not have
scientifically proven way for people and vehicles to exit from
safest way, and one of the main reasons is the lack of
firefighting resources, the research here applies the
concept of resource sharing by enabling communication
among the nearest firefighting units.
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Thus, enables them to remotely monitor the gas depots and
know the exact condition in case of fire. However, the
similar concept may be applied to the affected area
elsewhere in the world.The idea starts by sensing the signal
coming from the sensors to define the fire location, direction
and size. Then concentrate on how to find exit safe way for
people & valuable assets when there is a fire. The result of
this paper gives strong justification that prove and verify the
methodology used with a clear contribution in Improved
Dijkstra algorithm for finding exit via safest possible path
like Forced-Dijkstra. Furthermore, an evaluation of the
above-mentioned algorithms has been done which shows
very promising and realistic results.

2 Literature Review
In this paper, we survey previous studies to make our
contributions of sensor networks to early fire detection and
find the safest way to exit when there is alarm detected.
The related work has been based on scientific. The major
claim made by previous studies are that, many
unanticipated factors lead to leakage of gases, flammable
liquids in oil & gas companies and these cost millions of
dollars of damages and many human lives every year.
Common causes of leakages of gases include Hole pipe,
human carelessness and bad culture, however in most
cases the damage caused by leakages of gas/liquid to
public safety and natural resources is intolerable and early
detection and suppression of fire deem crucial [4]. Most of
the papers insure that, early detection is only the way to
minimize the damages and casualties [5]. We present the
design and evaluation of wireless sensor network for early
detection of leakages gas/liquid and fast fire alarm system.
Also, some papers present good idea on how to make the
design WSN [6], how to use GSM with WSN [7], and the
use of SMS [8] for alarm and some different intelligent
ideas.

3 PROBLEM STATEMENT
3.1 Visual-Based Fire Detection and Expectations
TO visualize fire location clearly in the map, this stage done
by programing technique and ideas to visualize the fire
source and size on the map that represent the building area
of the project (Elshagra GAS depots). As explained the
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area covered in this paper contains many sensors
distributed in all the area of Elshagra Gas depots building,
the sensors will detect the occurrence of fire as they will
send a signal to a control center or a unit, that will help to
process the data from the sensors (i.e. the sensors helps in
data collection) while the control center uses the collected
data so as to reach useful decisions. The idea behind the
program is to imitate the live response that occurs when
one of the fire alarm sensors signals is picked, then handle
the signal and use it to determine the fire location, the fire
size, and also can be broadcasted this information to
different stake holders.

3.2 The Scenario of PHP Program to Visualize the
Fired Location
1) Use of PHP as it can perform the following functions:
a) displays the output in an html format that can
easily be viewed inside or outside the LAN by
many different stake holders.
b) it allows flexibility to dynamically manipulating
html and displaying of images and other
responses.
c) The size and speed of PHP will allow viewing the
program with minimum available bandwidth
compared to java, .net or ASP etc.
2) Use check boxes to indicate (true, false) coming from
the sensors, when implementing the program in real
life, this can be easily changed to implement signal
coming from a live sensor.
3) 3. Divide the covered area into 7 zones, each zone will
be covered by a one sensor, as shown in Figure (1).
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3.3 THE FLOW CHART
The following Figure (2) represents general flow chart to
visualize the fire source in the map, which represent the fire
locations in side the company and then from same sensors
informs by visualizing that there is a fire in the company for
more information please refer to appendix b to see the
Pseudo code.

Figure (2) general flow chart fire location
The following figure (3) shows the flow chart in details,
which start by defining the exact fire location in the
company, and by the same sensors define the fired
company location in the map.

Figure (1) The Areas Divided into Zones from Zone1…To
Zone7



Provide a map representation that shows the fire
affected.
The program should indicate it as big fire if more
than one zone is affected, if this is implemented an
additional feature can be added to call external
help in this case.
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3.4 EXIT SHORTEST PATH OPTIMIZATION DUE TO FIRE
OCCURRENCE:
Find the safest passage to rescue employees, vehicles and
valuable assets, and this done in three scenarios by finding
normal shortest path between two nodes (i.e. exit door and
the company that want exit employee and vehicles) as
shown in the following Figure (4).

Figure (4) system node between Nile company and exit
door
Above figure represents the system nodes for finding
shortest path between two nodes, node 1 represent NILE
company and node 6 represent the exit door, and we put
the edge cost only as example not a real cost because we
want to prove only the shortest path is not the short path
but short path and safe way. The result is shown clearly in
simulation results section below.
The program should:
1) Display companies in Elshagra building (as nodes) and
the connection between them (as edge) and the cost
that represent the distance between nodes putting in
mind turn value.
2) Display the shortest path between two nodes with red
arrowed line.
3) Response automatically to another short path if the
middle node of the selected short path removed by fire.
4) Be generalized for any number of nodes, so it can be
used for any other building with small modification in
the code.

Figure (3) visualize fire locations in the inter and exterior
map

Use matlab 2016 to verify the objective that find the short
and safest way to exit when fire alarm detected. And this
done by finding the shortest path putting in mind you must
use another way than this short path if there is a fire on the
path of it to give you the safest path and may be its not the
short one. Also, finding the shortest path for firefighting unit
to reach the location of fire. And this also done by finding
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the shortest path between two nodes, putting firefighting
unit location one of the two nodes and any company as the
second node.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS
A simulation module has been designed and implemented
practically so as to achieve the following summarized
results, however, the details of those results will be on the
following sections:
•
Simulation for randomly reading from sensors in
different zones to give fast response alarm.
•
Visualization in the map for fired companies with red
color and beep alarm sound.
•
Define the size of fire in terms of number of zones.
•
Define the direction of fire in term of zone fired and next
zone according to the wind direction in addition to other
factors. The outcomes of this module were clearly
shown in the map. Firefighting authorities can check
the map massages to see fire location, size and
direction. These results guide the authorities to
determine the capability of the in-campus firefighting
unit regarding the issue of recovering from the fire. If
they are not capable the nearest firefighting units will
know and react very quickly since the map will be
updated automatically according to what is happing in
the real-time. i.e. if large fire is detected (when fire in
two or more zones), the neighboring firefighting unit will
come immediately peering in mind the capability of the
in-campus firefighting unit is not more than on
company.

4.1 VISUALIZE THE FIRE SOURCE AND SIZE AS A COMPANY:
While running, the simulation using PHP software the
following give some detailed output scenarios for
visualization and size of fire as pictures represent the area
of the fire with red color and beep, as a real-time
monitoring, beside full map for that area.

Figure (5) the default map of Elshagra building
The above figure shows the output result of PHP program
that represent the default picture of Elshagra building where
there is no fire. Furthermore, to make it simple only the
upper side of the map is considered as can be clearly
shown in the figure which are highlighted in green color.
4.1.2 SCENARIO2: FIRE IN ONE ZONE (ZONE1)
Output when there is a fire alarm in zone 1 as shown in the
following Figure (6):

4.1.1 SCENARIO1:DEFAULT MONITORING WITHOUT FIRE
ALARM:
Default picture without fire alarm as shown in the following
Figure (5) peering in mind the default and safe situation
(everything is ok):

Check the map for exit

Check the map for exit

Figure (6) there is a fire in zone 1 (NILE company)
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The above figure shows an output result from PHP program
to give fast response fire alarm and visualized map with the
location of fire, where the location of fire is in the NILE
company and the size of fire one zone represented in
zone1.
4.1.3 SCENARIO3: FIRE IN TWO ZONES (ZONE1, ZONE2)
output when there is a fire alarm in zone 1 and zone 2 as
shown in the following Figure (7):

Figure (8) there is a fire in (NILE, BEE and PIPE LINES)
The above figure shows an output result from PHP program
to give an alarm and visualized map with the location of fire,
where the location of fire is in the NILE, BEE and PIPE
LINES and the size of fire, three zones represented in
zone1, zone 2 and zone 7. And also, help massage appear
in this scenario.

4.2 DETERMINING THE SAFEST PATH TOWARDS THE EXIT
DOOR
For employees and vehicles whenever there is fire alarm,
and this done by three scenarios because when employee
and vehicles try exit they may face a fire node forcing them
to take another shortest path.
Figure (7) there is a fire in (NILE and BEE companies)
The above figure shows an output result from PHP program
to give fast response alarm and visualized map with the
location of fire, where the location of fire is in the NILE and
BEE companies and the size of fire two zones represented
in zone1and zone 2, so this is large fire and the massage of
calling external help appear here as shown clearly above.

4.2.1 SCENARIO 1: NORMAL DIJKSTRA SHORTEST PATH
In this scenario Figure (9) shows 6 node system diagram
represent five companies and one exit door and 8 edges
represent the time factor cost as example between nodes to
find the shortest path and fast response.

4.1.4 SCENARIO4: THREE ZONES FIRED (ZONE1, ZONE2,
ZONE7)
Output when there is a fire alarm in zone 1, zone 2 and
zone 7 as shown in the following Figure (8):
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In the above result figure, the shortest path for Nile
company employee and vehicle to exit is going through the
shortest path nodes from (1 3 6) where node1 is Nile
company and node 3 is the middle node BEE company and
the last node 6 for Exit Door. And we show in result figure
above also the question (enter the node you want to
remove:) was answered by putting node 3 to remove and
that enforce the system to choose another shortest path,
and this in real represent there is a fire in node 4 (ABRCI)
and node 3 (BEE) so, vehicle and employee must change
the path to another shortest path.

Figure (9) shortest path to exit door through node 4
In the above result figure, the shortest path for Nile
company employee and vehicle to exit is going through the
shortest path nodes from (1 4 6) where node1 is Nile
company and node 4 is the middle node ABRCI company
and the last node 6 for Exit Door. And we show in result
figure above also the question (enter the node you want to
remove:) was answered by putting node 4 to remove and
that enforce the system to choose another shortest path,
and this in real represent there is a fire in node 4 (ABRCI)
so, vehicle and employee must change the path to another
shortest path.

4.2.3 SCENARIO 3: FORCED DIJKSTRA WHEN FIRE IN NODE 3,
NODE 4
In this scenario Figure (11) shows the node diagram without
node 4 and node 3 to find the shortest path between Nile
company and Exit Door. And we called this case ForcedDijkstra also because system take long path to exit because
of fire in the real shortest path.

4.2.2 SCENARIO 2: FORCED DIJKSTRA WHEN THERE IS FIRE IN
NODE 4
In this scenario Figure (10) shows the node diagram without
node 4 to find the shortest path between Nile company and
Exit Door. And we called this case Forced-Dijkstra because
system take long path to exit because of fire in the real
shortest path.

Figure (11) shortest path to exit door through node 2 and
node 5
In the above result figure, the shortest path for Nile
company employee and vehicle to exit is going through the
shortest path nodes from (1 2 5 6) where node1 is Nile
company and node 2 is the middle node GAPCO company
and node 5 also middle and the last node 6 for Exit Door.
And we show in result figure above take the longest path to
exit door and this coming by force (Forced-Dijkstra) to tale
the long path as shortest path to Exit, because of fire in
node 3 and node 4. In best cases if we built our
considerations according to expectation to the fire size,
direction and propagation speed the result will be more
suitable and accurate for exit safe way as enhanced
Forced-Dijkstra.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Figure (10) shortest path to exit door through node 3

The algorithm finds the safest paths for evacuees taking
into account predictions of the relative movements of
hazards, such as fires, and evacuees. In this paper, a costeffective and autonomous solution for intelligent fire alarm
system using WSN has been presented. The aim of the
propose system is the fast recovery of fire with an accurate
estimation of fire location, size, direction. The system
provides online real information that reflect what is exactly
happing inside the fired location(s). a full system design for
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intelligent fire alarm system using WSN, to give compatible
full design alarm system with monitoring for the areas south
Khartoum, although, the methodology of this research has
considered the big picture of the proposed system with the
details of every stage, however the following activities have
been completed successfully: Software module which has
the capability of visualizing fire location in the map, in
addition to giving estimation of the fire size as well as the
fire estimated direction. The output of this module can be
seen from any related civil defense office what so ever it is
local, neighbor, or regional which help the civil defense
authority to get the right decisions for the fire recover in
very quick time. find the safest path to exit door, the
shortest path is calculated and we suppose there is a fire in
this path, then improvised Dijkstra
here forced to find
another short path which called here Forced-Dijkstra. In
more details, firstly the methodology of this project was
started by PHP programed scenarios, to imitate the WSN
sensor and sending signals to the map contains companies
scattered in different zones, when the signal come to the
zone, company location appears red alarm of fire as a clear
monitoring for the fired zone. Lastly the proposed algorithm
has been evaluated according to different scenarios and it
gives very promising and satisfied results.
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6 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE RESEARCH:
The following recommendations are offered for related
paper:
o Automated Firefighting plan.
o Physical Testing of Implementation
o Using additional sensors for example GAS leakage
valve sensor where sensing and if GAS leaking close
the valve.
o Built-in Data base to guide firefighting unit for using
suitable fighting component according to the stored
assets inside the fired locations.
o Develop an android based application according to the
proposed programs in this thesis (i.e. the walkers and
drivers must have full information about what the
situation and they can be guided through their smart
phone to the safer exit).
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